
Wipro - June 2006

It consists of 3 rounds. 1. written test    3. HR interview.

Written test: It consists of 50Q    

15Q from verbal ( topics: active voice & passive voice, reported speech, phrases, one word substitute, synonym, jumbled word, 
Reading Comprehension)

15Q from aptitude ( topics: Blood relations, number series, conclusion from the paragraph, time& work, time distance, theme of 
the paragraph, boats & streams, avg, clocks, directions)

20Q from technical( topics: C (3), DS(3), general(2), DBMS, OS, unix, networks)

Verbal section:

1. convert the following sentence into indirect speech

      lived here for many years�.

Ans: She said that she had been living there for many years.

2. convert the following sentence into passive voice

    Will the postman post the letters?

Ans: Will the letters be posted by the postman.

3. what is the meaning of the phrase � Stuck       

Ans: firm with the attitude and don�t bent your attitude.

4. In the following options what is the best phrase which replaces the underlind phrase in 

   must have to be take care while crossing the roads

A)    should have to be B) must be C) have to be D)should be

5. What we call the person who � chatter continuously and unintelligently�  (Ans: Jabber)

6. In a sentence the word known as stumbling is underlined and asked what is similar

    word (lurching)

7. A jumbled word known as L O R F S H U I           the word is arranged in correct 

                                                          

    order then what will be the order of number ( Flourish � 4 1 2 7 3 8 5 6)

8. Question about Punctuation mark.

One RC was given on the topic of  extra terrestrial life ( 5Q).( It will become easy if u go through 

the ques) 
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